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It has not been an easy year for 
the majority of people and, sadly, 
this has been reflected around 
the world in events such as 

recent developments in Afghanistan, 
the earthquake in Haiti and the fires 
in Los Angeles. Unfortunately, the 
list appears to be never-ending. 

None of us can solve all of the world’s 
problems. However, each of us can 
do our bit by supporting charities 
and by being kind to people who we 
meet by, for example, giving a smile 
to someone who is waiting at a bus 
stop or in a queue. I recently read a 
“post” that said “Be kind to everyone 
you meet. All are facing battles that 
you know nothing about”. So, my 
motto is “Be kind”. With that in 
mind, my favourite charities are Dog 
Rescues, the NSPCC, the RSPCA 
and the Salvation Army. I am sure 
that you have your own favourites. 

I hope that you were able to enjoy 
a relaxing break away from your 
workplace and be with family and 
friends, either on holiday, in the 
garden or on planned trips away.

Advance has ensured that throughout 
2021 we have kept our members 
up-to-date with issues that affect 

their working lives. It has been a 
difficult year with the pandemic and 
constant changes within the Bank, 
such as new ways of working, an 
increasing number of digital changes, 
Centres of Excellence and Voice in 
Branch. For our members in both 
branches and sites, Advance sought 
and received an agreement that 
there would be no further branch 
or site closures for the remainder 
of 2021 and the whole of 2022.

Advance wants to ensure that we 
have a thorough understanding of 
how you feel regarding these changes 
and, to that end, we will be sending 
out a short confidential survey for 
you to complete, providing us with 
information that will help us to 
continue to represent your views.

In addition, we are planning to hold 
Zoom communication meetings 
towards the end of October to 
“virtually” meet our members and 
listen to their views. It would be great 
if you would join us. Information 
on these forthcoming meetings 
will be sent by E-Communication 
directly to our members.

We will continue to be in regular 
contact with you in the coming 
months through E-Communication.

Until the next time,

Welcome

Evening helpline Contact Linda every Thursday 8.00 – 10pm 07850 742340

Linda Rolph, General Secretary

‘ADVANCE HAS ENSURED THAT THROUGHOUT 
2021 WE HAVE KEPT OUR MEMBERS UP-
TO-DATE WITH ISSUES THAT AFFECT THEIR 
WORKING LIVES. IT HAS BEEN A DIFFICULT 
YEAR WITH THE PANDEMIC AND CONSTANT 
CHANGES WITHIN THE BANK’

CHRISTMAS 2020  
(YES, LAST YEAR!) & 2021

CHRISTMAS 2021 
OPENING HOURS

You may recall that due to the pandemic, there  
were no company-organised Christmas celebrations 
last year. However, Advance has secured an agreement 
with the Bank that teams can now organise celebrations 
using the Christmas Allowance money for both 
2020 and 2021. As always,  teams will agree a way 
forward. Whatever you do, make sure you enjoy it!

We are sorry to be mentioning Christmas in September, 
but time flies and it will be here before we know it!  Details 
of Christmas opening hours for all parts of the business 
should now be known and will be available on the Advance 
website in the Members’ News section in October.  If 
you have any queries, please contact the Advance office 
on 01442 891122.  All calls are treated confidentially.  

£
10
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LOTTERY RESULTS
MARCH 2021
1st £1,000 Data Services / MK
2nd £500 Branch Banking / Wallington

APRIL 2021
1st £1,000 Mortgage Division / Belfast
2nd £500 Branch Banking / Bingley

MAY 2021
1st £1,000 Branch Banking / Wallington
2nd £500 Wealth / Bolton
3rd £100 Branch Banking / North
3rd £100 Financial Support / MK

JUNE 2021
1st £1,000 Branch Banking / Harborne
2nd £500 Branch Banking / Formby
3rd £100 Branch Banking / Lincoln
3rd  £100 Branch Banking / Birmingham

JULY 2021
1st £1,000 Financial Support / MK
2nd £500 Branch Banking / Birmingham
3rd £100 Financial Crime & Fraud / MK

AUGUST 2021
1st £1,000 Branch Banking / Sidcup
2nd £500 Branch Banking / Sale

Full lottery results are available on the Advance website at  
www.advance-union.org

Advance has received calls from 
members based at various Head Office 
sites who had concerns relating to how 
much time they would be expected 
to work on-site in the future.

Advance are in ongoing talks with the 
Bank on expectations for the frequency 
with which people may be required to 
work on-site. There will be a further 
update on this issue in September. 

Advance is doing everything possible 
to get a satisfactory outcome for the 
majority of members. We also raised the 
issue that we had received calls from 
people who wanted to return to their site 
on a permanent basis for many reasons. 

If you have any queries on this issue, 
in the first instance please contact 
the Advance office (01442 891122) 
where your query may be referred 
to a member of Linda’s senior team. 
All calls are treated confidentially. 

RETURNING  
TO SITES

CONTACT CENTRES
The regular meeting between Advance and senior 
management from CICC and Complaints took 
place on 12 August. At this meeting, Advance 
received an update on the current business results 
as well as asking questions that had been raised 
through the local representatives and members.

The Bank gave an overview of the work currently 
being undertaken to support people, much of 
which is led or driven by individuals themselves. 
Examples of this are the recent GES scores, the launch 
of the Kudos Platform and a focus on improving 
communications across the different areas. 

Advance is aware that a number of people will be 
leaving the Bank at the end of the year through choice 
as part of the move to Dual Location working, and we 
made strong representations that this should not add 
to the workload of those remaining individuals which 
could, in turn, adversely affect service levels. We are 
also aware of the increased support and availability of 
additional hours for branch people to support Voice 
calls. Senior management confirmed that people 
will not be asked to do more work than they are 
able to cope with – and, furthermore, that time for 
coaching and development remained prioritised.

Advance raised the issue that some individuals 
were being asked to carry out different work 
without being given sufficient training for 
these duties. This feedback was acknowledged, 
with the Bank undertaking to follow-up on 
the points which Advance had raised.

A discussion took place on the Mental Wellbeing 
workshops that were held for team leaders. 
Advance asked if these workshops would be 
cascaded down to others so that all individuals 
could benefit from the support mechanisms that 
were discussed. The Bank responded with the 
hope that there would indeed be the opportunity 
for other people to avail of these workshops.

The Union then received an update on the 
new Lifestyle shift options and the evening/
overnight roles that had been advertised.

Advance raised several items with the Bank 
during the course of the meeting. These included 
an update on the “soft phone” pilot so that people 
do not have to use their own phones and the 
deployment of technology to help members as 
they serve customers. Minutes of this meeting 
are available on the Advance website. 

NEWS

UPDATE
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By 13 August, all planned 
branch closures had taken place. 
Originally, the closure of these 
branches meant a reduction of 
588 roles. Of these, 169 affected 
individuals wanted to remain 
working for the Bank. Advance are 
pleased to report that 140 of these 
secured either a secondment, 
a new job within the Bank or a 
job-swap. Therefore, 25 of the 
remaining 29 individuals left the 
Bank on 13 August, with the other 
four being on maternity leave. 

I am sure that you will agree 
that this has been a difficult 
time for those affected by this 
decision, with so many members 
impacted by the change. 
However, it is positive that such 
a large number of people have 
been able to choose their own 

outcome – be it to stay with the 
Bank or to take redundancy. 

Many people who took 
their redundancy package 
also took advantage of the 
Outplacement service offered by 
Lee Hecht Harrison (LHH) which 
had been arranged through 
Santander. This service enabled 
them to prepare for finding 
a new position externally. 

Advance will continue to be 

there for our members who 

opted for a secondment role 

to help them with any issues 

that may arise as they start in 

their new positions, including 

applying for a permanent role.

I am sure that you will 

join Advance in wishing 

our members who gave a 

preference to leave the Bank all 

the very best for the future.

Evening helpline Contact Linda every Thursday 8.00 – 10pm 07850 742340

WHISTLEBLOWING DIRECT DEBITS 
Advance recently met with the senior members 
of the Whistleblowing team for an update on 
the first half of the year and a discussion on how 
Santander supports those who whistle-blow. 
Whilst we did not go into details on specific 
individual cases, we received an update on how 
the Bank deals with this important issue. 

We received assurances that individuals who 
raised whistleblows would have their cases handled 
with appropriate sensitivity and confidentiality, 
ensuring that there would be no detriment to the 
individual raising their issue and that they would 
be treated with dignity and respect at all times. 

The Bank gave details, specifically that when a 
Whistleblow is made anonymously through their 
website, individuals can still log back into the 
system to see updates and acknowledgements 
(whilst maintaining their anonymity).

If you have any queries regarding this issue, 
please contact the Advance office on 01442 
891122. All calls are treated confidentially. 

Advance are shortly changing our Payment 
Processor for Direct Debit payments.  
Our new Processor, GoCardless, will be 
responsible for all Direct Debit collections 
from 11 October 2021.  You can read 
their privacy notice at gocardless.com/
privacy, but rest assured, the same 
level of data protection security will 
be maintained by GoCardless.

There is no action required from you 
to continue paying by Direct Debit, and 
the change will not affect the service 
you that receive in any way.  All your 
payments will continue to be fully 
protected by the Direct Debit Guarantee 
and full details are on the Advance 
website in the Members’ News section.

If you have any questions about this 
change, please contact us on 01442 
891122 or call the GoCardless Customer 
Service team on 0207 183 8674. 
 

BRANCH  
CLOSURES

UPDATE

UPDATE
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PERFORMANCE

A
dvance wants to ensure 
that people continue to 
be recognised for the 
hard work that they 

have done throughout what has been 
another challenging year, so far. 

Once again, there have been no Mid-
Year Performance Ratings. However, 
you and your manager should have 
conducted regular Check-ins to discuss 
your performance throughout the year. 

The same Performance ratings to 
those of 2020 will apply, namely Not 
Achieved, Achieved, Over-Achieved 
and Exceptional. More details can 
be found on We Are Santander 
which explains each rating.

Managers should refer to the 
Rating Scale Descriptors when 
rating individuals to ensure that the 
Performance rating that is awarded 

accurately reflects these descriptors 
and that the evaluation takes into 
account the full performance year. 

The X rating will continue to be 
applied in the usual way. Specifically, 
where an individual has been unable to 
be assessed for the entire performance 
period (for example, if they have been 
on maternity leave or long-term sickness 
absence for the entire performance 
period), an X rating will be applied. 

Similarly, the U Rating still applies 
to individuals who have been unable 
to be assessed due to being out of 
business for a significant period for 
reasons related to Covid. This rating 
will apply where a person has been 
unable to return to work because 
they were following Government 
guidelines or Santander’s internal 
policies relating to the pandemic. 

As with last year, no Consistency 
sessions will take place when deciding 
ratings for 2021. However, mechanisms 
will be in place to ensure that a fair 
and consistent approach is applied. 
In addition, Advance will meet 
with the Bank to review the overall 
Performance ratings of all business 
areas to ensure that this takes place. 

It is very important that you receive 
full recognition for all of the work 
that you have carried out this year, 
particularly in relation to extra duties 
that you have undertaken in relation 
to the ongoing operational challenges 
faced by the Bank in relation to the 
Coronavirus (for example, flexibility 
shown in supporting voluntary 
undertakings, such as alternative 
duties or Voice in Branch). 

In relation to your Annual 
Performance Review, you should meet 
with your manager to discuss your 
contribution throughout 2021 and 
your discussions should reflect the 
regular conversations that you have 
had throughout the year. This is your 
opportunity to highlight any extra 
duties that you have undertaken (such 
as Level 400 tasks or covering for your 
line manager), the progress you have 
made in developing in your role and any 
obstacles that you have overcome. Your 
discussion should focus on areas where 
you have performed well. Managing 
performance is about managing for 
the individual to succeed and should 
not be used as a means of catching 
people out by highlighting where 
they may have fallen short. Both your 
manager and you should participate 
in discussing your performance for 
the whole of the year and your Review 
should reflect your entire year’s work. 
Following this conversation, your line 

BE IN CONTROL
  2021 has seen a continuation of the challenges that many 
people faced throughout the previous year in relation to both 
their work and private lives. Many of the difficulties of daily 
working during the Coronavirus pandemic have continued.
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manager will be required to provide a 
Performance Rating and a meaningful 
rationale that supports their decision. 

If you were promised training, 
support, coaching, development or 
feedback by your manager which 
was not subsequently delivered, you 
cannot be penalised at your Annual 
Performance Rating Review because 
your manager has not honoured their 
commitment to give you this training. 
Specifically, for Annual Performance 
ratings, a rating of ‘Not Achieved’ 
cannot be given unless, as a minimum, 
regular ‘Check Ins” with your manager 
have taken place throughout the 
rating period. These “Check Ins” 
must have included evidence of areas 
that have been identified as requiring 
development (where individuals 
have not been achieving Priorities as 
expected) and what training (where 
appropriate) was actually given to 
facilitate the required improvement 
in performance. These actions must: 
● be captured in the Priority Plan,
●  A discussion has been had 

around the rationale and 
●  Recorded in the individual’s 

Performance Priority Plan.

Critically, a rating of ‘Not Achieved” 
cannot be given unless there is evidence 
of appropriate support having been 
implemented. This includes support 
via the “Supporting Capability” 
process to support the individual’s 
performance improvement. 

If you disagree with your rating 
when it is communicated to you in 
January, have a conversation with you 
line manager in the first instance. You 
should use this opportunity to explain 
why you do not agree with your rating, 
using examples from the conversations 
that you have had throughout the year 
and giving any supporting examples. 

This should include being able to 
highlight any additional responsibilities 
that you have carried out (for example, 
covering for your manager in their 
absence, taking on a colleague’s work 
in their absence or, if you work in a 
branch, undertaking Level 400 duties or 
showing flexibility to support Chatbot). 

Preparation is key and you should 
also include any mitigating reasons 
as to why you may not have achieved 
all of your objectives. For example, 

if you have not met the objectives 
agreed, this does not necessarily mean 
that you have under-performed. 
There may be significant mitigating 
factors (both work-related and non-
work-related) that may have led to 
you not meeting all of your objectives 
and these should be discussed.

For most people, constructive 
feedback is valuable, although it 
should be balanced against positive 
achievements. After all, everybody 
makes mistakes and it is important to 
discuss improvements, where relevant. 
It can be hard to receive developmental 
feedback – we all try our best at work 
– but it should not be delivered in 
such a way that it deliberately upsets 
people. For this reason, everyone is 
expected to act with dignity, fairness 
and respect in all meetings.

If, after this conversation, you are 
still not in agreement, you must appeal 
against your rating. It is important 
that you are aware of the timescales for 
appealing against your rating. Under 
Stage One of the Performance Appeals 
process, you must submit a Performance 
Rating Appeal form to your line 
manager within 14 calendar days of 
verbal communication of your rating 
from your line manager. This form must 
include as much supporting rationale 
as possible. The form can be found on 

wearesantander along with supporting 
guidance. This must be submitted to 
your line manager. Your Appeal will be 
reviewed by an independent manager. 

If you are not happy with the 
Outcome of your Stage One Appeal, 
you must make a further Appeal 
against this Outcome at Stage Two of 
the Appeals process. You must lodge 
this Appeal within 14 calendar days 
of receiving the written Outcome of 
the Stage One Appeal. You do this 
by sending your Performance Rating 
Appeal form and a request to proceed 
to Stage Two of the process to your 
line manager. A different independent 
manager will then meet with you to 
discuss your Appeal. Critically, at this 
final stage of Appeal, you are entitled to 
Advance representation at the Appeal 
meeting and you will be accompanied 
by your Union representative to 
this meeting. Most of these Appeal 
meetings will be conducted remotely 
by “Zoom” or “Teams” facilities. 

If you have been rated in your 
absence (for example, whilst you 
have been on maternity leave or on 
sickness absence), you can lodge an 
Appeal within 14 calendar days of 
your return to work. If your line 
manager delays telling you of your 
rating, the timescale for appealing is 
14 calendar days from when you are 
actually informed of your rating. 

Receiving an Annual 
Performance rating of ‘Not 
Achieved’ adversely affects 
any bonus that you receive. It 
can also affect your prospects 
of success in applying for a 
new role. Furthermore, it 
can affect your job security 
(in the event of a desktop 
evaluation being carried out 
on individuals). If you feel 
that the rating that you have 
been given at your Annual 
Performance rating is unfair, 
you MUST formally appeal 
against it. You can contact 
Advance’s independent 
Helpline on 01442 891122 for 
advice on this matter. All calls 
are treated confidentially.
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By the time you receive this magazine, 

all branch closures will have taken place 

and people whose preference was to take 

redundancy will have left the Bank.

Most of you will be aware that, sadly, changes 

within the Banking industry have accelerated 

as a result of the pandemic and customers’ 

increased use of digital technology. Advance 

has been advised that there has been a 

reduction in footfall, counter transactions and 

appointments in the majority of branches. 

We have recently entered into discussions 

with senior management in the Branch Network 

regarding formally introducing ‘Voice in Branch’ 

to the Personal Banker responsibilities – and 

communicated to those in scope earlier in the 

summer. The introduction of Voice to the duties 

of a Personal Banker broadens the scope of 

their work and will mean that they can support 

customers both in branch and on the phone. 

As with all Trades Unions, Advance’s Number 

One priority is to protect and secure the jobs of all 

of our members. To that end, we believe that the 

introduction of Voice in branches will help to secure 

jobs. Prior to our discussions, 1,244 PBs were already 

trained to undertake Voice duties, which they had 

performed on a voluntary basis. The changes will 

apply to a total of 1,605 PBs and there are 361 

who will now be in the process of being trained or 

receiving refresher training. Advance highlighted 

the fact that as some people may need more 

training than others, there should be no detriment 

to them. Management agreed with this point. 

In relation to the undertaking of Voice 

duties, Advance has ensured the following:

●  Personal Bankers will spend a maximum 

of 2.5 hours on Voice per day.

●  Part-time staff will not have to undertake 2.5 

hours of Voice per day but, instead, will have 

their time on these duties “pro-rated”, based 

on the number of hours that they work. 

●  There will be no “roll-over” of hours from one 

day to another. Specifically, if an individual 

does not complete their quota on Voice 

in one day, they will not have to make 

up the shortfall in a subsequent day.

●  Customers visiting branches will still 

take priority over those on Voice.

●  People are entitled to refreshments 

whilst undertaking Voice duties, in 

addition to their lunch break.

●  At no time will CSAs be required to undertake 

Voice duties, unless they volunteer to do so.

Advance recently sent an E-Communication to all 

of our members emphasising the points above and 

providing several examples of working practices. 

If you did not receive this Communication, please 

contact the Advance office (01442 891122) 

where a duplicate copy can be issued to you.

The Bank has also advised Advance that there 

will be an additional 100 CSA roles created 

which will have a one-year contract. These 

individuals will be placed in branches and they 

will mainly undertake Voice duties. Advance 

are aware of the branches that these CSAs 

will be allocated to. As this is only a one-year 

contract, Advance made no further comments.

Advance has no crystal ball and, therefore, 

we cannot predict the long-term future of 

remaining branches. That said, Advance 

insisted on a commitment from the Bank that 

there will be no further branch closures for 

the remainder of this year and for the whole 

of 2022. Rest assured, the interests of our 

members remains our Number One priority. 

NO CRYSTAL BALL  
FOR THE FUTURE 

CHANGE
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S
antander has a formal, two-
stage Grievance procedure 
set out in the Grievance 
Policy and its supporting 

Guidelines. However, sometimes an 
informal approach can be very effective 
in resolving issues early, including 
when it involves mending strained 
relationships between individuals.

Everybody has difficult days from 
time to time – this is just part of 
normal life – and we often don’t know 
how those around us are feeling at 
any given time. Is a person being curt 
to a colleague at a moment in time 
a reason for taking out a Grievance 
against them? Maybe a formal process 
has to be run, but perhaps not all of 
the time. Many differences at work 
can be resolved by taking time out 
after an incident to have a quick chat 
to work through the issues. Advance 

can give advice on the way forward.
Advance encourages members to 

consider what it is they want to achieve 
by raising a Grievance. Often it is 
a recognition from another person 
that their actions or words were not 
well received. Pursuing a formal 
process may lead to a further strain 
on the ongoing working relationship 
between the two individuals involved 
and often other people too. Another 
factor is the time that it takes for 
formal Grievances to follow a relatively 
rigid structure. This is a thorough 
process but, as a result, can take 
longer than originally envisaged. 

Where the issues raised may be a case 
of one person’s word against another’s, 
a formal Grievance Outcome may 
not satisfy all of the parties involved. 
In looking at the Outcome that an 
individual may want from a Grievance, 

often an informal approach and a chat 
over a cup of tea might help to mend a 
situation. Alternatively, engaging with 
a trained mediator may be another 
route for those involved to consider. 
Mediation is increasingly recognised as 
an effective way to resolve workplace 
issues to everyone’s satisfaction. 

GRIEVANCES
The Grievance process is an important means by which 
people can bring a range of types of concerns and 
complaints to the attention of their employer.

NO WINNERS IN

Seeking an informal 
resolution does not preclude 
a person from raising a formal 
Grievance, should an informal 
resolution not be possible. As 
ever, Advance Representatives 
are on hand to support you 
with any challenges which 
you might face – should they 
be informal or through a 
formal process.
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XXXXNEWSNEWSNEWSINSURANCE

WHAT IS UNUM?

Unum is an insurance company that operates 

a Group Income Protection (GIP) scheme for 

Santander staff who are not in the Defined Benefits 

Pension Scheme. (Employees in the Defined 

Benefit pension scheme have separate ill-health 

retirement terms, via their pension scheme).

Employees who are on long-term sickness 

absence can receive up to six months’ full pay and 

six months’ half-pay, depending on their length 

of service. For people in the LifeSight pension 

scheme who have used up their entire sick pay 

allowance, the GIP is an insurance policy that may 

give individuals up to another 24 months’ half-pay, 

although this benefit is subject to an assessment 

by Unum and, therefore, is not guaranteed. At the 

end of this period, again subject to assessment by 

Unum, a lump sum may be payable if an individual 

is unable to return to work for medical reasons.

WHAT HAS CHANGED?

Unum now also offers supporting services.  

Specifically, these are:

●  Rehabilitation (Return to Work advice).

●  Wellbeing checks.

●  Dyslexia assessments. 

These supporting services are now open to 

all individuals. Referral is normally via a line 

manager and some more background can be 

found in the Santander Wellbeing Hub.

The changes are in response to some of the 

needs which had been voiced, which included:

●  An emphasis on the importance of health-related 

benefits (in both prevention and treatment).

●  More uniformity across the different 

Bands for health benefits.
●  Previously, the most common reason for 

those at S1 and S2 for not selecting Private 

Medical Insurance (PMI) was cost, with 

some individuals struggling to be able to 

afford making contributions to a pension.

●  Many of those at S1 and S2 bands were not 

aware of the Flexible Benefits Allowance.

●  The importance of 24/7 same-day 

access to virtual GP consultations.  

DATA PROVIDED TO UNUM 

Because Unum is a separate company to Santander, 

if they hold personal medical information on 

individuals, as a Data Controller they need 

written consent from those individuals to do 

so. Therefore, even if a person has already given 

written permission to Santander to hold their 

data, they need to give that same permission 

to Unum as an independent company.

The Consent forms that Unum asks people to 

complete can be detailed. This is because, as a 

generic form, it caters for thousands of applicants 

each year with a wide variety of medical issues 

and personal circumstances. Therefore, Consent 

forms can appear to be detailed. In many cases, 

Unum may simply need to contact a person’s GP, 

but in the case of more complex medical cases 

they may require more details. Individuals have 

the right to read any reports on their medical 

condition for up to 21 days before they are sent 

to Unum and, if need be, they can withdraw 

consent for Unum to have this information. 

If you have any queries on this issue, in the 

first instance please contact the Advance 

office (01442 891122) where your query may 

be forwarded to a member of Linda’s senior 

team. All calls are treated confidentially. 

CHANGES TO  
UNUM SERVICES 

£
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General Secretary Linda Rolph  07850 742340

Deputy General Secretary Rose O’Neill  07793 307333

Assistant General Secretary Jim Leonard  07764 977808

Assistant General Secretary Gerry Moloney  07917 578979

Advance Consultant Roberta Barbour  07764 977807

Advance Consultant Keith Hoyland  07568 096141

Advance Consultant Debbie Croucher  07741 271673

Advance Consultant Dan Allsopp  07706 735971

NEC Chair  Cathy Kelly  

NEC Vice-Chair Sinead Purse   

AREA 1: NORTH AREA BRANCH-BASED
ADVANCE ADVISER:  GERRY MOLONEY 07917 578979 gerry@advance-union.org
NEC REP:   NICOLA O’SHEA 
AREA REPS:
CHERYL BLADES On Secondment
JAMIE CZERNIK Glasgow   
ANSELMO GARCIA Formby
ORLA KELLY  On Secondment    
STEVEN WHITE Arbroath
SUE GRUNDY Altrincham

AREA 2: LONDON & EAST BRANCH-BASED
ADVANCE ADVISER:  JIM LEONARD 07764 977808 jim@advance-union.org
NEC REP:   GRANT WILSON  
AREA REPS:
KHUSHBA KAPADIA  On Secondment
MICHELLE MARSHALL  On Secondment    
BEVERLEY WHYTE Victoria
ANDRE WALCOTT  Uxbridge
TONI MOORE Bromley Market Square 
REENA RAI  Holloway    

AREA 3: SOUTH-WEST AND CENTRAL BRANCH-BASED
ADVANCE ADVISER: DEBBIE CROUCHER 07741 271673 deborah@advance-union.org
NEC REP:   TO BE ELECTED 
AREA REPS:
AMANDA CHAPMAN Hoddesdon
ROBERT FERRY Newton Abbot
TOM LANGLEY-NOEL Cwmbran
SIAN WILLMIN  Hemel Hempstead
NADIA TAYLOR (co-opted)  Stevenage
CHRISTINE GINGTER (co-opted) Solihull
SUZIE RICCOTTA (co-opted)  Hoddesdon 

AREA 4: CUSTOMER INTERACTION CONTACT CENTRES INCLUDING COMPLAINTS OPERATIONS
ADVANCE ADVISER: ROBERTA BARBOUR 07764 977807 roberta@advance-union.org
NEC REP:  NICKY JONES 
AREA REPS:
JAHANGIR AKHTAR  Sheffield
CHRISTOPHER HANSELL  Sheffield
HELEN MCGUANE Milton Keynes
SARAH BIRD  Teesside
STEPHEN SCOTT  Belfast
SAIMA BIBI  Bradford 
DENISE CAMPBELL  Larne

AREA 5: SANTANDER OPERATIONS & OTHER COMPANIES (including Consumer, International, London Branch & NewDay)
ADVANCE ADVISER: KEITH HOYLAND 07568096141 keith@advance-union.org
NEC REP:   DAMIEN BROWN 
AREA REPS:
KAREN BELL  Sheffield   
GRACE KELLY-COBBOLD Milton Keynes  
SAIQA MANZOOR Bradford   
DANIEL SIMPSON  Newcastle  
LORNA FAGAN  Teesside
DENISE CAMPBELL (co-opted) Financial Support
JEREMY AMOS (co-opted) Redhill
MOHAMMED LATIF (co-opted) Sheffield
SYLWIA PIATEK (co-opted) Sheffield    

 AREA 6: CENTRAL FUNCTIONS WITH MORTGAGE DIVISION AND CORPORATE BANK
ADVANCE ADVISER: ROSE O’NEILL 
NEC REP:   DAN ALLSOPP 
AREA REPS:
SAMANTHA WATSON  Milton Keynes     
TRACEY STUBBING Bradford
LENNY JAMES  Belfast
CARYN IRELAND Glasgow
FARZANA AZIZ Sheffield 
NAZAKAT HUSSAIN Bradford   

ADVANCE REPRESENTATIVES

THIS LIST MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

WE WELCOME NEW AND EXISTING REPS£
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LET US MAKE YOUR 
NEXT HOLIDAY BOOKING 
STRESS-FREE!

WHATEVER YOUR QUESTION - WE’RE HERE TO HELP!

T: 01422 847847  E: enquiries@benchmarktravel.co.uk

SPEAK TO 
US TODAY!

Let your Advance Travel Club do all the work!

The Advance Travel Club is not only here to do all the work 
for you - we usually save you money at the same time!

Contact us today and fi nd out!

• Tra�  c Light queries?
We’ll tell you which rules apply to where!

• New Post-Brexit rules on passports!
We’ll tell you how to check if yours is still valid!  

• Who needs a Covid-19 test?  Who doesn’t? 
We have the answers! 

• Which border forms do you need to fi ll in?
Contact us - we’re here to help!

BenchmarkTravelPage @TravelBenchmark benchmarktravel www.advancetravelclub.co.uk

travel club


